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Waheed Hoosen

Hospersa Acting President
Gregg Rafferty

Message from the Acting President
Dear Comrades
The past two years has been a very challenging period in our history due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Many lives were lost, including
family, friends and colleagues, yet we remained firm as frontline workers and performed our duties with pride.
The pandemic also took a psychological toll on us as in many instances we were helpless in providing an efficient service due
to workplace challenges caused by staff shortages, poor infrastructure, corruption and maladministration. Financially, public
servants were denied the implementation of an agreed-upon salary increase at the start of April 2020 and this has further increased
economic pressures on our members. The Constitutional Court judgement on this matter has left a bitter taste in our mouths yet
we assure members that we will continue to fight for improved remuneration and safer working conditions.
We will continue being vocal against corruption and maladministration. While Government made funds available for the
procurement of Protective Personal Equipment (PPE), unscrupulous officials saw an opportunity to steal from the public purse. We
will continue to call for these perpetrators to be brought to book and face the full might of the law.
A silver lining during the Covid-19 storm is the astonishing growth of our beautiful movement. We are encouraged by the fact that
Hospersa has grown to 70 000 members and aim to have 100 000 members by the end 2023. Let us join hands and protect these
gains in order to increase our voice as a powerful, professional, non-political labour movement that puts its members’ interests at
the heart of collective bargaining.
“If you want to go fast, go alone… if you want to go far, go together”. Now is the time to belong to a workers’ movement to ensure
your rights are protected and not infringed upon by the employer. Now is the time to grow Hospersa to greater heights.
Amandla.
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Hospersa General Secretary
Waheed Hoosen

Message from the General Secretary
Dear Colleagues and Comrades
I write to you for the first time as your newly appointed General Secretary since taking over the reins from Comrade Noel Desfontaines.
I am fully geared up for this mammoth task in steering the organisation past the Covid-19 pandemic and growing it to new heights.
The former General Secretary left us a healthy organisation that is full of potential in the quality of staff members and the calibre
of worker leaders. I wish him well in his retirement and honour him for his amazing contribution and selfless dedication to this
organisation.
Since my appointment, a strategic plan has been developed with the purpose of growing Hospersa to 100 000 members. This
strategy includes the strengthening of provincial support to our members, increased union visibility and the increased use of
new technology. I encourage you to download the new Hospersa App as this is one of the interventions that have been put in
place to provide members with an efficient service. Internally, we are putting measures in place to respond to the new normal for
our members to gain better access to our professional assistance which include collective bargaining, legal services, training and
development.
While the Covid-19 pandemic has had a devastating impact on the global economy, employers started cutting their budgets while
others closed doors. In South Africa, salary cuts were introduced in some industries while the freezing of the public sector wage bill
has put us at loggerheads with Government. Not only has Covid-19 robbed our members of their loved ones, it is also been used as
a scapegoat by employers who refuse to pay fair salary increases. Hospersa will continue to fight against this trend and ensure our
members’ interests remain firmly grounded in all negotiations with employers.
Our working together agreements, partnerships and the affiliation to one of the largest labour federations [FEDUSA] strengthens
our continued fight for improved working conditions and fair salary increases. We recently attended the FEDUSA National Congress
and elected new leadership whereby Comrade Masale Godfrey Selematsela [former Hospersa President] was re-elected, unopposed,
as the federation’s President. A special congratulations to Comrade Selematsela and the newly-elected leadership.
A leadership position comes with a lot of responsibility, especially in the midst of a pandemic. I am looking forward to writing a new
story in Hospersa’s rich history books as we move this organisation past the Covid-19 pandemic and into a brighter future.
Amandla!
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FEDUSA NATIONAL CONGRESS
The Federation of Unions of South Africa (FEDUSA), which Hospersa is affiliated to, held its National Congress on 7 and 8 October 2021. This twoday congress was preceded by a special congress on 6 December 2021 where the federation’s national leadership was elected as follows:
President: Mr Masele Godfrey Selematsela (returned unopposed), Deputy President: Ms Martle Keyter (returned unopposed), Vice President
Development: Mr Jacques Hugo (returned unopposed), Vice President Finance: Mr Chris Klopper (returned unopposed), Vice President Training
and Education Committee: Mr. Basil Manuel, Vice President Gender and Social Justice: Ms Nobandla Silinyane, AND Vice President Public Sector
Committee: Mr Pierre Snyman.
The Special Congress also adopted new strategic resolutions that will take the federation forward over the coming years. These resolutions
include the Climate Change Policy which represents the federation’s formal commitment to address the climate change crisis in the country
and globally. Congress also resolved that at least 70% of goods and services must be procured locally as a measure to stimulate the country’s
economy. Congress also strongly advocated for a human – centred economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic that needs employment
and social protection policies to work in tandem. In addition, the Federation and affiliate structures will avail resources to educate all workers
and the broader public about the importance of being vaccinated and the link to job creation and poverty alleviation. Congress also resolved
to strengthen the work of FEDUSA representatives at NEDLAC in order to advance, influence and urgently fast track social protection for all
workers through the Comprehensive Social Security and Retirement Reform negotiation process. The federation and its affiliates also resolved to
prepare members strategically for the 4th Industrial Revolution and the digital economy by ensuring that all future collective bargaining processes
factor in demands for training, upskilling and reskilling in the new technologies. Congress also resolved that because crises such as the COVID19
pandemic occur without warning, it is vitally important for affiliated unions to regularly subject workplace Occupational Health and Safety (OHS)
systems to robust capability and resilience tests while continuing to protect workers from the many existing OSH hazards and ensuring the
continuity of economic activity.
An important area of focus for organized labour would be whether both the Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Compensation for
Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act should be amended to include COVID-19 as an occupational disease that triggers fair compensation for
affected workers.

8
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PSCBC PUBLIC SERVICE SUMMIT
Hospersa attended the PSCBC Public Service Summit on Collective Bargaining on 28 – 31 March 2022 under the theme: Strengthening
and defending centralized collective bargaining to advance economic development, social justice, a capable and developmental
state, labour peace and democratizing of the workplace.” Delegates participated in three commissions:\
•
•
•

Creating a framework to deal with issues of centralised collective bargaining and agreeing on the implementation of
outstanding agreements within Council resolutions;
Considering the professionalisation of the public service charter and a commitment to the resourcing of the public service
to allow public servants to effectively deliver services to the citizenry; and
Enhancing public service through optimal use of the 4th Industrial revolution and digitalisation in the public service.

Parties declared and committed to the principles, objectives and agreements set out in Summit declaration.

10
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In February 2020, a day before the Minister of Finance [Mr Tito Mboweni] delivered his budget vote, government
made a presentation to labour organisation at the PSCBC regarding the public wage bill. At the crux of the
presentation, government put forward a request for parties to review clause 3.3 of the PSCBC Resolution 1 of 2018
which talks to public service employees salary adjustment for period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021, effective from
1 April 2020 as follows:

12
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•

Level 1 to 7:          Projected CPI + 1.0%

•

Level 8 to 10:        Projected CPI + 0.5%; and

•

Level 11 to 12:      Projected CPI
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Hospersa rejected the proposal and a series of legal battles ensued
between Government (the employer) and Organised Labour until the
matter reached the Constitutional Court. While Government argued
it cannot pay the agreed-upon increase, Organised Labour argued
that the agreement is binding and enforceable.
After a lengthy wait for an judgement from the Constitutional Court,
on 28 February 2022, the apex court issued the long awaited ruling
regarding the wage increase. The ruling highlighted that the then
Minister in the Department of Public Service and Administration
(DPSA) entered the wage negotiations with Unions in the PSCBC
without the necessary legal authority and thus rendered the wage
agreement unlawful and invalid. As a result, public service employees
will not be receiving their back-dated salary increases for the year
2020/21 which the employer refused to implement.
Hospersa’s legal department expressed disappointment at the
CONCOURT judgement and pointed out that the judgement leaves
the door open to other employers who many not want to honour
agreements. “Whilst we understand that the country is experiencing
economic difficulty, it is the workers who are being made to bear the
brunt and have now become economic scapegoats for poor planning
and administration,” said Hospersa Legal Department Manager Sean
McGladdery. “Hospersa respects the judgement of the apex court.
Our legal team will study it in detail to find a way forward,” added
McGladdery.
Members are urged to prepare for tough negotiations at the PSCBC as
government has publicly claimed it does not have sufficient funds to
pay salary increases and is instead looking at cutting the public sector
wage bill. A tough battle lies ahead as Hospersa will continue to fight
for fair salary increases that will cushion the economic blow on our
members pockets.
AMANDLA!
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PUBLIC HEALTH AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTORAL

BARGAINING COUNCIL (PHSDSBC) MATTERS

Review of Uniform Allowance in the Public Sector (Uniform for
Nurses)
Parties to the Council are to sign a Collective Agreement on the
provision of uniform for Nurses in the public sector. The Office of
the General Secretary (OGS) had circulated the final draft Collective
Agreement. NEHAWU and DENOSA signed the agreement,
HOSPERSA Nurses not in favour of the maroon colour, therefore
Hospersa has not signed the agreement.

on the matter, once the employer agrees to sign the
guidelines on membership audits. The employer did not
accede to the proposition and requested the OGS to provide
it with the final draft agreement for signature. The OGS
had circulated the final draft resolution, to the employer for
signing. Consequently, the parties to the Council did not
reach an agreement on the matter.
•

14
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•

Amendment of Resolution 3 of 2011: Agreement on the
Appointment of Full Time Shop Stewards (FTSS)
The employer held the position that the agreement was
recently reviewed in November 2021; therefore, there was no
need to renegotiate on the matter. Secondly, the resolution
was clear on the issues related to the FTSS. Labour held
the position that the term of release of the FTSS should
be uncapped; however, the employer did not support the
proposal. Parties to the Council did not reach an agreement
on the matter.

•

Framework Agreement on the Appointment of
Occupational Health and Safety Committees(0HSC)
within the Department of Health
Parties to the Council are to sign the framework agreement
on the establishment of OHSC in the sector. The OGS had
already circulated the final draft resolution.

•

Averaging of Working Hours for Emergency Services
Shift Workers in the Health Sector
Labour indicated that it would only consider engagements
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Amendment to Revised Non-Pensionable Recruitment
Allowance referred to as Rural Allowance
The focus on the above-mentioned draft agreement was on
equalisation and the inclusion of other categories previously
excluded, to also benefit from this agreement. The employer
indicated that, the State was in a process of cutting the
costs and also some of the previously rural areas have been
developed and therefore do not qualify to be classified
as rural, as a result, the demand was not implementable.
Labour had submitted additional categories that should be
incorporated on the draft resolution.

Averaging of Working Hours for Emergency Service Shift
Workers in the Health Sector
Labour indicated that it would not sign an agreement that
contravenes the BCEA. The employer is proposing to average the
working hours of the EMRS personnel to four (4) months using a
45hrs working week. We indicated to the employer that the BCEA
stipulates a 40 hrs working week. Further to this we have a lot of our
EMRS members who has not been paid for their overtime performed
for years. We can therefore not agree to assist the employer
contravene the BCEA.
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2022/23
NETCARE

Wage Negotiations

We are glad to report that wage negotiations with Netcare were
concluded on 04 March 2022. Hospersa and Netcare entered
into a Salary and Substantive Conditions of Employment
Agreement on 07 March 2022 for the period of 01 March 2022
to 28 February 2023.

Matters Referred to the National Consultative
Forum (NCF)
Parties agreed to refer the following matter to the NCF for further
discussion:
•

Allowances.

The details of the agreement are as follows:

Annual Increase

Extension of Conditions and Benefits
Parties agreed that the employer will extend to Hospersa members

Parties agreed to a 4.7% across the board (ATB) annual increase to

other amendments to substantive terms and conditions of

the Structured Package for all employees in the Admin, Nursing and

employment agreed with other three (3) Unions in respect of the

Support Bargaining Units with effect from 01 March 2022.

period 01 March 2022 to 28 February 2023. The details of these

Employer Contribution to the Netcare Medical
Scheme

amended benefits will be reflected in the 2022/2023 Netcare Benefits
and Allowances Schedule.

Parties agreed to increase the monthly employer contribution to the

Implementation Date

Netcare Medical Scheme to R2,535 per month.

The amendments referred to in the agreement shall be implemented
with effect from 01 March 2022.
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2022/23
MEDICROSS

Wage Negotiations

concluded on 04 March 2022. Hospersa and Netcare entered into a

Matters Referred to the National Consultative
Forum (NCF)

Salary and Substantive Conditions of Employment Agreement on 07

Parties agreed to refer the following matter to the NCF for further

March 2022 for the period of 01 March 2022 to 28 February 2023.

discussion:

The details of the agreement are as follows:

•

Annual Increase

Extension of Conditions and Benefits

Parties agreed to a 4.5% across the board (ATB) annual increase to

Parties agreed that the employer will extend to Hospersa members

the Structured Package for all employees in the bargaining units with

other amendments to substantive terms and conditions of

effect from 01 March 2022.

employment agreed with other three (3) Unions in respect of the

We are glad to report that wage negotiations with Netcare were

Travel Reimbursement
Parties agreed that the travel reimbursement will be aligned to the

Allowances.

period 01 March 2022 to 28 February 2023. The details of these
amended benefits will be reflected in the 2022/2023 Netcare Benefits
and Allowances Schedule.

published SARS rate for the 2022/2023 tax year, for approved business
travel undertaken by employees using their own vehicle.

Employer Contribution to the Netcare Medical
Scheme

Implementation Date
The amendments referred to in the agreement shall be implemented
with effect from 01 March 2022.

Parties agreed to increase the monthly employer contribution to the
Netcare Medical Scheme to R2,535 per month.
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Communication is central

to recruitment and organising.
Put simply, organising is an ongoing conversation among workers and between workers and
their elected representatives.

This article is republished from The Labour Research Service (The Negotiators Guide).
Recruitment and organising are vitally important to trade unions. Recruitment and organising are related processes. They are also quite different.
Recruitment is the promise of being part of something greater than oneself. Organising is delivering on that promise.
By describing what a worker is likely to think about (the head), feel (the heart) and do (the feet) we can distinguish between recruitment and
organising:

A worker that has been recruited

A worker that has been organised into a trade union

Head level – Thinking

Head level – Thinking

•

•
•
•

•
•

Understands the story of the union and the rights the union has won in
her workplace
Understands what the union is able to offer her
Understands what her rights and responsibilities are as a union member

Heart level – Feeling
•
•
•
•
•

Has shared her fears, needs and aspirations with the union
Feels valued as a person and worker
Feels she has been giving the opportunity to exercise choice
Feels that she will be able to learn and grow
Feels that she is joining a collective that she can actively participate in and
that will protect her

Heart level – Feeling
•
•
•
•

Is willing to participate in democratic processes
Is willing to articulate her needs
Is willing to support fellow workers
Is willing to contribute financially to sustain the union

Feels a sense of belonging
Feels protected from being exploited by the employer
Feels confident to engage in discussion
Feels part of a collective voice

Feet level – Doing
•
•

Feet level – Doing
•
•
•
•

Know her rights and the responsibilities of the employer
Knows the contents of the most recent collective agreement
Knows the power and responsibility of the trade union

•

Participates in union activities
Initiates discussions when necessary with
the union
Participates in the collecting of demands
and the organising and mobilising around
collective bargaining
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New COVID data:
South Africa has arrived at
the recovery stage of the
pandemic
Author: Shabir A. Madhi
This article is republished from The Conversation under a
Commons Creative License.
A recently published South African study set out to determine seropositivity against SARS-CoV-2 before the fourth wave of COVID-19, in
which the omicron variant was dominant. Sero-positivity measures
the presence of antibodies against the virus; it indicates past infection.
The study focused on Gauteng, the country’s economic hub. Ozayr
Patel asked Shabir Madhi to unpack the results and explain why the
findings suggest that South Africa has reached a turning point in the
pandemic.

What we found
The results show the levels of sero-positivity – in other words what
percentage of people have antibodies to the virus – among just over
7,000 people from whom samples were taken. From these results the
following rates were calculated:
•
In those under 12 years of age, none of who received a
COVID-19 vaccine, 56% showed presence of antibodies to
SARS-CoV-2
•
In those over 50 it was 80%, including 70% if unvaccinated and
93% if vaccinated
•
In high density inner city areas the sero-positivity prevalence
was 85%
Using the seroprevalence data, together with COVID-19 attributable
deaths using excess mortality data from the South African Medical
Research Council, the study was also able to impute the risk of dying
following infection by SARS-CoV-2 prior to the Omicron wave in
South Africa. This infection fatality risk for COVID-19 was 0.57% pre-

24
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omicron in Gauteng. This is substantially higher than 0.019% imputed
for seasonal flu, which infected one-third of the population each year
pre-COVID, calculated using similar methods.
Vaccination coverage: We discovered high levels of hybrid immunity:
that is immunity gained from a combination of previous infections
plus vaccinations.
At the time of the onset of the omicron wave, 36% of people in
Gauteng had at least one dose of the vaccine. This was higher – 61%
– in those over the age of 50. (This cohort was responsible for more
than 80% of deaths pre-omicron.)
Based on sero-survey, 70% of vaccinated people were also infected
pre-omicron. Hence they would have had substantial hybrid
immunity, which has been shown to induce a broader repertoire of
immune responses against the virus. Such hybrid immunity in South
Africa has, however, come at the cost of loss of 300,000 lives based on
South African Medical Research Council excess mortality estimates.
These are three-fold higher than the official recorded number of
deaths.
Based on another, the hybrid immunity is expected to confer greater
protection against infection and mild COVID-19 compared with
immunity only from vaccine or natural infection.
Hospitalisations and death rates: Our study also analysed the temporal
trends in COVID-19 cases, hospitalisations and deaths (recorded
and COVID attributable from excess mortality) from the start of the
pandemic up until the tail end of the Omicron wave. The study found
a massive decoupling between the number of people becoming
infected with the virus relative to COVID hospitalisation and death
rates during the course of omicron compared with earlier waves. This
was true across all adult age groups.

The omicron wave was associated with 10% of all hospitalisations
since the start of the pandemic, whereas 44% of hospitalisations
had transpired during the course of the Delta variant wave. More
impressively, only 3% of COVID deaths since the start of the pandemic
occurred during the omicron wave, compared with 50% during the
delta dominant wave.
The findings of decoupling of infections and severe or fatal COVID-19
were similar in the 50-59 year age group. In this group the omicron
wave contributed to 15% of recorded COVID hospitalisations and
2% of deaths since the start of pandemic. This compares with 46%
of hospitalisations and 53% of deaths occurring in the third wave,
dominated by delta. The data for people over 60 years old was similar.
The survey also found that 58% of children under 12 years of age
(all unvaccinated) were sero-positive. They were not more heavily
affected during the Omicron wave.

The delta dominant wave which was the most severe in South Africa,
coincided with South Africa’s belated COVID vaccine rollout. The
high death rate during that wave is an indictment of the missed
opportunities that could have prevented a large percentage of the
deaths which transpired. In particular, the delayed procurement and
roll out of COVID-19 vaccines in South Africa, as well as the ill-informed
decision to against the WHO recommendation on the continued use
of the AstraZeneca vaccine which was available to in South Africa
when the Beta variant was circulating in South Africa.
In summary, the omicron wave contributed to less than 5% of all
COVID-19 deaths in Gauteng. Since the start of the pandemic, the
delta variant wave contributed to 50% of all of the deaths. The balance
is split roughly equally between the first and second waves caused by
ancestry and the beta variant.
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New COVID data:

South Africa has arrived at the recovery stage of the pandemic
Our findings also show that natural infection has been high and is
playing a major role in how the pandemic has unfolded especially in
countries with low to moderate COVID-19 rollout. These high levels of
infections have, however, resulted in a massive loss of lives; which to
date is likely under-estimated in low and middle income countries as
shown from the South African data.

What the findings tell us
The findings indicate that South Africa is moving into the convalescent
phase of the COVID pandemic – the recovery phase. This is likely to
be the same in other countries with low or modest vaccine uptake,
but high force of past infections. As such, South Africa needs to
recaliberate its approach to the pandemic and to start managing it
as we would do for other respiratory infections which too cause large
number of hospitalisations and deaths.
There are still a few unknowns. Another resurgence is likely, and
there might well be another variant. But it would be very surprising
if further variants are able to evade the T-cell arm of the immune
system which is stimulated by vaccines and natural infection. The
T-cell (cell mediated immunity) arm of the immune system, appears
to be the main mediator of protecting against severe COVID-19, even
when there are breakthrough infections in vaccinated people or
reinfections.
So why do I believe that we are at the tail end of this pandemic? It
depends what metric you use. If it’s about infections, we’re not at the
tail end. If it’s about the number of deaths that will transpire from
COVID-19 during 2022, relative to the number of deaths that will
transpire from other preventable causes of death in countries such
as South Africa, then I believe the country has pretty much arrived
towards the end of this pandemic.
In South Africa about 10,000 to 11,000 people die of seasonal
influenza every year. In 2019 tuberculosis killed 58 000 in 2019. But
we are not declaring an emergency in South Africa to deal with flu or
tuberculosis. Deaths from HIV, and complications from HIV, are about
70,000. But South Africa isn’t shutting down the country to prevent
deaths and infections from these diseases.

Now what?
Only 12% of people across the continent have received one dose of
vaccination. The implications of our findings are that:

26
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•

Vaccine coverage must be enhanced by ensuring that
adequate booster doses are given to those who require it.
We might need to continue boosting. This might need to be
on an annual basis for the next two to three years, especially
for high risk individuals. The time line for this is until we have
more experience on the durability of protection of vaccines,
particularly in settings with a high prevalence of hybrid
immunity (where protection may be even longer lasting).

Campaigns should be focused primarily on high risk groups, including
getting over 90% of people over 50 years of age vaccinated before the
next resurgence anticipated. This should be the focus rather than the
current arbitrary target of vaccinating 40%-70% of the population.
•

It’s still beneficial to expand vaccinations in settings with high
sero-positivity. Studies on hybrid immunity show this delivers
more robust and broader repertoire immune responses that
could heighten protection against infection, and reduce the
magnitude of future resurgences.

•

It’s also important that key non-pharmacuetical interventions
are kept in place. This includes wearing masks in crowded
poorly ventilated indoor places, and particularly high risk
individuals when there is an increase in virus transmission
activity.

Our findings support the optimism expressed at the beginning of
2022 in South Africa that a turning point had been reached in the
pandemic. Many in high income countries dismissed this view as not
applicable to their settings despite high vaccine coverage. But their
experience has since generally aligned with South Africa’s.

Are COVID-19 vaccine mandates
human rights violations?

Author: World Economic Forum

weekend to protest the government’s COVID-19 vaccine mandates,
spontaneously building on what had started as a more narrow

•

Probably not, experts say, because everyone has a fundamental

demonstration staged by truck drivers.

right to be protected from the spread of the disease.
•
•

Yet, tensions have increased as more vaccine mandates are

The rally in Canada was only the most recent unrest. After the French

implemented.

government sought to make vaccination virtually unavoidable with

Protests in Canada have drawn renewed attention to the issue.

rules and mandates, a nationwide protest drew nearly 240,000 people.
Parents in South Korea have protected vaccine mandates in schools,

Even Napoleon couldn’t force everyone to get vaccinated. The French

and an estimated 16,000 people turned out in Hamburg earlier this

strongman managed to bend most of Europe to his will, yet when it

month to protest vaccination rules.

came to smallpox he could merely encourage his compatriots to get
immunized against the deadly disease as a civic duty.

Protests against private-sector mandates have also cropped up,
though companies like Google and Citigroup have steadfastly

In some ways, not much has changed. Governments and private-

required employees to get jabbed before coming to the office.

sector employers around the world have encouraged those fortunate
enough to have access to COVID-19 vaccines to take them – often

Some argue COVID-19 vaccine mandates are human rights violations.

with civic-minded prompts similar to Napoleon’s, but increasingly

Not really, say experts on actual human rights violations.

through targeted vaccine mandates.
In fact, some point to the more fundamental right of everyone to
These measures help keep people safe. But they’ve also touched a

be protected from COVID-19 – particularly as variants continue to

nerve. In Canada, thousands of people gathered in Ottawa this past

disproportionately impact the unvaccinated.
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HOLD HANDS
AGAINST GBV
Hospersa in the KwaZulu-Natal province recently organised a march
against Gender-based violence at Bethesda Hospital. This march
aimed to raise awareness on the alarming rate of GBV… AMANDLA!

GBVF-NSP
The Gender-based Violence and Femicide National Strategic Plan (GBVF-NSP)
was produced by the Interim Steering Committee established in April 2019 to
respond to the gender-based violence and femicide crisis following the historic
2018 Presidential Summit on this subject.
The NSP aims to provide a multi-sectoral, coherent strategic policy and
programming framework to strengthen a coordinated national response to
the crisis of gender-based violence and femicide by the government of South
Africa and the country as a whole. The strategy seeks to address the needs and
challenges faced by all, especially women across age, sexual orientation, sexual
and gender identities; and specific groups such as elderly women, women who
live with disability, migrant women and trans women, affected and impacted by
the gender-based violence scourge in South Africa.
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EVERY WORKPLACE SHOULD HAVE AN INTEGRATED
HIV-TB WORKPLACE POLICY & PROGRAM
It is important to remember that the TB epidemic can never be seen in

•

Connection to Care & Support for both HIV & TB

isolation of the global HIV crisis. Access to voluntary HIV Counselling

•

Access to Occupational Health Services for the prevention of

and Testing is of utmost importance.

HIV& TB hazards and risks at work, and
•

Access to Compensation where a health care worker is exposed

Health care workers which includes nurses, doctors, health

to HIV and or TB at work. Every occupational exposure should

professionals, general workers etc; should have access to:

be reported and recorded.

•
•
•

30

HIV/TB Workplace Programs, with free and regular access to
Voluntary Counselling & Testing services

Hospersa in Mpumalanga and Limpopo Provinces raised recently

Education on general and workplace risks to contracting HIV &

raised awareness on TB at various branches as part of the organisation’s

TB

effort to addressing TB-related challenges faced by members in the

Access to Treatment

workplace.
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LEADERSHIP DUMELA

HOSPERSA National Executive Committee led by the National Office Bearers, seated at the front
At Public Service Coordinating Bargaining Council, PSCBC, Hospersa has working together
agreement with the National Teachers Union. Jointly, we represent close to 100 thousand
public service employees. The working together agreement allows both parties to push
forward the issues affecting members in the Department of Health, Department of Social
Development and the Department of Education at Council level.

Hospersa National Leadership with NATU National Leadership. AMANDLA.
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ALIWAL HOSPITAL HAS GONE

GREEN

Aliwal North Hospital is a district hospital situated on the N6

Hospersa membership in this hospital has grown substantially in

freeway between East London and Bloemfontein.

This district

recent years. In 2017, Hospersa only had 62 membership and now

hospital services a population of approximately 43 000 people with

more than 100 employees at this hospital call Hospersa their labour

Emergency Medical Services and has wards ranging from paediatric,

home. Currently, Aliwal North Hospital has the largest Hospersa

gynaecology, maternity surgical and forensic to name a few.

membership within the Queenstown/Cradock Local. AMANDLA!
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LEGAL MATTERS

Limpopo
Province

North-West
Province

Gauteng
Province

Hospersa Legal Department has been hard at work conducting a basic case handling course for shop stewards
in the provinces. The below are some of the shop stewards that have attended the course:
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The Swedish Institute for Health Economics (IHE)
Marks World Cancer Day with Release of New
Report on Cancer Care in the MEA Region

World-renowned research organisation hosts
webinar to discuss study’s key findings
The state of cancer care across nine countries in the Middle East and
Africa (MEA 9) forms the basis of a major report being released by the
Swedish Institute for Health Economics (IHE), the world-renowned
healthcare research organisation, with the study launched to coincide
with this year’s World Cancer Day.
Compiled with the support of PhRMA, the Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America, IHE’s report explores the scope
of cancer care through a comparative analysis of the cancer care
landscape in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa and the United Arab Emirates, with the intention
to raise awareness of the magnitude of the burden of cancer and the
need to address the disease comprehensively.
Released in alignment with World Cancer Day, marked on February
4th. HRH Princess Dina Mired of Jordan, Immediate Past President of
the Union for International Cancer Control (UICC) and the first Arab
Muslim to be elected to head the prestigious global post.
Alongside Her Royal Highness other participants were Fadia Saadah,
Human Development Director for the World Bank’s Europe and
Central Asia Region; Thomas Hofmarcher, Health Economist at IHE;
Samir Khalil, Executive Director for PhRMA Middle East and Africa and
Ahmed Hassan Abdelaziz, Associate Prof Clinical Oncologist at Ain
Shams University, Cairo.
“The impact of cancer for the MEA 9 countries in the IHE study is
immense and growing - the disease was the third leading cause of
death for the nine countries at the turn of the millennium but had
become the second leading cause behind cardiovascular disease in
six of the nine countries by 2016. IHE’s report encompasses all aspects
of cancer control – prevention, screening, diagnosis, treatment,

survivorship and governance – and provides country-specific
recommendations on how to improve the current state of cancer
care in the countries. We are partnering with IHE to create evidence
for profound discussion and we are looking forward to discussing its
key findings and recommendations during our event prior to World
Cancer Day,” said Samir Khalil, Executive Director for PhRMA Middle
East and Africa.
“This year’s World Cancer Day included a three-year campaign titled:
‘Close the Care Gap,’ with its focus on understanding and recognising
that there are global inequities in cancer care. The research we
conducted for our report highlighted those countries that invest more
on healthcare have better cancer survival rates for their populations.
This - among other aspects - is something that we will be discussing
with our esteemed panelists,” said Thomas Hofmarcher, Health
Economist at IHE.
IHE’s report underpinned the UICC’s three-year campaign for World
Cancer Day that commenced this year with the theme ‘Realising the
Problem.’ The first year of the campaign focuses on acknowledging the
inequalities of cancer care around the globe and to raise awareness
that this inequity costs lives.
UICC’s campaign aims to show that barriers exist to people seeking
cancer care, that income, education, and location affect access to
cancer treatment, and that discrimination based on ethnicity, gender,
age, disability and lifestyle are just a few of the factors that can
negatively impact care. The ultimate aim of the campaign is to show
that such barriers are not set in stone and can be changed through
political will and with the support of multi-disciplinary stakeholders.
-ends-
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SUNDAY PAYMENT AND

HOUSING RENTALS UPDATE
THE Health and Other Services Personnel Trade Union of South Africa
(Hospersa) had referred a dispute to the Commission for Conciliation,
Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) on behalf of its members employed
by South African National Parks (SANParks) in December 2019.
The dispute was regarding the Sunday payment and Housing Rentals.
The two matters were referred together on the same referral.
The Sunday payment was prioritized, discussions took place and the
investigation report by Deloitte was interrogated and considered by
our attorney and advocate. From this process, clarity was obtained
on the methodology of calculating the Sunday payment whereafter
it became apparent the parties concluded that SANParks was paying
Sunday payment correctly and the Sunday payment matter was
therefore withdrawn.
The Housing Rentals matter was however still pending and was set
down for arbitration on 08 March 2022 in the CCMA, Pretoria.
Although the matter was supposed to proceed for arbitration, but
it was postponed because there were some “concerns” raised by the
arbitrator which needed to be addressed.

Below were the concerns raised:
The Commissioner needs to consider if Hospersa is referring the
matter under Section 73A or Section 34 of the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act (BCEA). The difference between these sections is that
they state where the matter must go in the event of dispute. Section
73A disputes go to the CCMA or if it is a claim dispute in respect of
Section 34, it goes to the Department of Labour or Labour Court.
The employer is being deliberately difficult by trying to say it is a
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Section 34 dispute as it is a more difficult process for us to follow.
Hospersa’s case is simple. We say the employer has unilaterally
imposed certain deductions in respect of housing which means
that members are getting less salary every month that they are
contractually entitled to. That is Section 73A.
When the matter first went to arbitration, the employer tried to get it
kicked out on this technicality. The CCMA ruled against the employer
and found that the CCMA has jurisdiction to arbitrate the matter. The
new Commissioner has claimed he is not bound by the ruling. We say
he is wrong and have written to the CCMA alleging he has pre-judged
the matter and asked for another Commissioner to hear the matter.
The Commissioner also wanted the identity or names of all the
employees Hospersa is acting on their behalf in this matter, the period
of the dispute and the amounts each member is allegedly owed. We
will need to provide this information.
The parties therefore agreed to conduct a pre-arbitration conference
before the matter can be arbitrated.
Hospersa is required to provide the list of names of employees
who were not paying Housing Rentals before SANParks unilaterally
deducted the monies from the employees’ basic salary.
Once Hospersa has gathered such information, the Union can
approach the CCMA to have the matter rescheduled for arbitration.
We therefore need to do this as soon as possible.
Hospersa therefore requests Shop Stewards to compile the list of the
affected employees at their various Parks or Camps.

Majority Union at SANParks
and has representation at
Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife
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MEMBERSHIP
FOCUS
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MOBILE APP:
HOW TO USE IT

Hospersa is going digital to improve the servicing of its members.
The new Hospersa App has the following benefits at your finger
tips:
•
•

Easily keep up to date with the latest Hospersa membership benefits
Find out about promotions by our social partners exclusively for  Hospersa
members
Access your digital membership card
Easily join Hospersa
Update your membership details
Easily connect to all Hospersa social media platforms

•
•
•
•

1.

INSTALLATION

Go to Google Playstore or Apple Store and search for Hospersa, once you find the
HOSPERSA App then click on install and wait for it to be installed in your device. Once
the App has been installed, click on it and set-up login details.

2.

CREATING APP USER ACCOUNT
(EMAIL ADDRESS AND PASSWORD)

Click on Login and you will see the screen below, a HOSPERSA member can click on
“Already a member? Create user account” to create the App email address and password.
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Once you click on “Already a member? Create user account” you will see a screen
to search your membership profile by either entering your Member number, ID
number or Passport number and then click search at the bottom right corner.
After searching for your profile as a member, you will see the screen below to
create your App email address and password, confirm password then click submit.

3.      REGISTER TO BE A
3. HOSPERSA MEMBER
On the App Home screen, click on “New member? Register”
Once you click on Register you will fill in your information required as
the screen below shows and also create your App password, then click
next to take to a second page to complete filling in the form before
you submit. A HOSPERSA representative will call you to confirm your
details then you become a member.

4.

LOGIN

Once you have created you password or registered as new member and created
a password, you can simply login to the Hospersa App using your email address
and password on the Home page.
Contact the Membership Department on 012 664 6353 for technical support.
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Death Benefit

The Death Benefit is available to assist the family members
when a member dies. To qualify for a claim, members
must have paid at least six months’ membership fees.

For more information or assistance with a claim

Simply
SMS “Death Benefit”
to 082 896 7890
and Hospersa will call you.

www.hospersa.co.za
44
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FORM 8.3 A / VERSION 01 / 2021

Eastern Cape
043 722 3776

Kwa-Zulu Natal
033 342 6847

Northern Cape
053 842 2001

Free State
051 448 4659

Limpopo
015 295 3272

North West
018 462 3692

Gauteng
011 791 2243

Mpumalanga
013 752 6199

Western Cape
021 591 9283

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
www.hospersa.co.za
@hospersaonline

Hospersa Online

PERSONAL DETAILS

(For Office use Only)
REJOIN:

FIRST APPLICATION:

TITLE:

MEMBERSHIP
NUMBER:

FIRST NAMES:

INITIALS:

SURNAME:

GENDER:

POSTAL ADDRESS:

CODE:

F

M

PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT /
WORKPLACE:
PASSPORT –
COUNTRY OF ISSUE

JOB TITLE:
I.D / PASSPORT
NUMBER:

PERSAL / SALARY NUMBER:

CELL PHONE:

TELEPHONE

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
PERMANENT

TEMPORARY; PERIOD: FROM ______________ TO _______________

CARE WORKER

STUDENT NURSE

DEBIT-ORDER AUTHORISATION (BANK DEDUCTION)

STOP-ORDER AUTHORISATION (SALARY DEDUCTION)

Please select one payment method and sign in the appropriate box below.

MEMBERS BANKING DETAILS (ONLY COMPLETE IF DEBIT ORDER PAYMENT METHOD SELECTED)

DOWNLOAD HOSPERSA APP. AVAILABLE ON IOS AND ANDROID

BANK:

BRANCH CODE:

ACCOUNT TYPE:

CHEQUE
ACCOUNT

TRANSMISSION
ACCOUNT

SAVINGS
ACCOUNT

DOWNLOAD HOSPERSA APP. AVAILABLE ON IOS AND ANDROID

I HEREBY APPLY TO BE ADMITTED AS A MEMBER OF THE HEALTH AND OTHER SERVICE PERSONNEL TRADE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA (HOSPERSA) AND I
SHALL ABIDE BY THE CONSTITUTION AS WELL AS ANY AMENDMENT THERETO.

ACCOUNT NUMBER:
ACCOUNT HOLDER NAME:
HOW SHOULD WE
CONTACT YOU?

CONSENT: I consent to HOSPERSA marketing products, services and special offers to me. HOSPERSA may share my
personal information within HOSPERSA and with businesses that provide special advances to HOSPERSA members, for
marketing purposes. HOSPERSA may also contact me for research purposes.

PRIVATE PAYMENTS (CASH / EFT)

DEBIT-ORDER AUTHORISATION (BANK)

PRIVATE PAYMENTS: A fee of R102.00 pm or R35.00 pm for Care Workers and Student Nurses
only, is applicable with a minimum payment for 6 months. Proof of all payments / bank deposits must
be faxed to 031 765 8455, clearly reflecting the following information: Name, Surname, Membership
Number, Identity Number, Contact Details and period for which payment is made.

I, the undersigned, hereby authorise HOSPERSA / MY EMPLOYER to deduct from my account at
the above bank the sum of R............................... per month/per annum with effect from
................ - .................. - 20................... which covers my membership fee to HOSPERSA and to
continue deducting the said amount every month / annually until receiving further written notice.

Bank: ABSA
Account Name: HOSPERSA CASH COLLECTION

I authorise the deduction of any banking costs arising from these instructions. I agree to any banking costs
arising from these instructions. I agree to any adjustments of the membership fees without prior notice. I
understand that membership fees are due to and collectable by HOSPERSA while I am a member of
HOSPERSA.

SIGNATURE:

Account Number: 4091574717
Branch Code: 632005
DATE:

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

STOP-ORDER AUTHORISATION (SALARY)
I, the undersigned, hereby authorise HOSPERSA / MY EMPLOYER to implement the following deduction on the Persal / Salary system and to deduct my monthly membership fees calculated as follows:
1.1% of gross salary; minimum of R62.00 and a maximum of R102.00; a fixed monthly fee of R35.00 for Care Workers and Student Nurses only (or any such amount as may be determined by the National
Executive Committee of the Trade Union) from my salary (above salary/Persal number), as from ............ - ............ - 20.............
I understand that three (3) months’ (for Public Sector); or one (1) month’s (for Private Sector) written notice of resignation to my employer and HOSPERSA is required prior to terminating my membership and
this stop order. I understand that membership fees are due and collectable by HOSPERSA
SIGNATURE:
DATE:
while I am a member of HOSPERSA.

AUTHORISATION TO BANK

I / We hereby request and authorise you or your authorised agent to draw against my/our account with the above mentioned bank (or any bank/branch to which I/we may transfer my/our account) the amount necessary for the
monthly premium due in respect of the above mentioned membership. All such withdrawals from my/our bank account shall be trea ted by you as though they have been signed by me/us personally.
I / We agree to pay the bank charges in connection with these instructions and the costs thereof in accordance with the South African clearing bank’s tariff in force at the time.
I / We understand that:
- The withdrawals hereby authorised will be processed by computer;
- details of each withdrawal will be reflected on my/our bank statement or the accompanying voucher; and
- the obligation to ensure that you receive my/our monthly premiums remains with me/us, despite this debit order authorisati on which is granted to you.
I /We undertake to satisfy myself/ourselves from time to time that the amount necessary for payment of the monthly premium due in respect of the above mentioned membership is duly drawn by you in terms of this debit order
authorisation, and I/We hereby record that your acceptance of this debit order authorisation in no way places any onus on you to ensure that the monthly withdrawals of the amount referred to herein are made.
This authorisation shall be in force and effect until it is cancelled by me/us by giving you 30 days’ written notice by the registered post, but I/We understand that I/We shall not be entitled to any refund of any amount which you have
withdrawn while this authority was in force, unless I/we can prove that any such amount were not legally owing to you. Receip t of this notice by you shall be regarded as receipt of the notice by my/our bank.

Recruiter Details (Please complete a Recruiter Registration Form if you are a first-time recruiter or if your banking details have changed)
Recruiter’s Full
Name:

Recruiter Member
No.:

ID number:

Recruiter Contact
Number
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FORM 8.2 / VERSION 01/2014

APPLICATION FORM FOR REGISTRATION AS RECRUITER
nA COPY OF THIS APPLICATION MUST BE GIVEN TO HOSPERSA PROVINCIAL OFFICE TO BE REGISTERED.
n(Please complete in printed black ink.)
Eastern Cape
Gauteng
Limpopo
Northern Cape
Western Cape

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

(043) 722-3776
(012) 664 1285
(015) 295 3272
(053) 842 2001
(021) 591 9283

Fax
Fax
Fax
Fax
Fax

HOSPERSA PROVINCIAL OFFICES

(043) 722-3766
(012) 664 1749
(015) 295 4514
(053) 842 2003
(021) 591 3803

Free State
KwaZulu/Natal
Mpumalanga
North West

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

(051) 448 4659
(033) 342 6847
(013) 752 6199
(018) 462 3692

Fax
Fax
Fax
Fax

(051) 448 4670
(033) 394 5768
(013) 755 2680
(018) 462 1362

I HEREBY APPLY TO BE ADMITTED AS A RECRUITER OF THE HEALTH AND OTHER SERVICE PERSONNEL TRADE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
(HOSPERSA) AND I SHALL ABIDE BY THE CONSTITUTION AS WELL AS ANY AMENDMENT THERETO.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL FIELDS MUST BE COMPLETED

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER
SURNAME
TITLE (eg Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss)

INITIALS

FIRST NAMES
IDENTITY NO

Date of birth

-

-

POSTAL ADDRESS:
POSTAL CODE

PHYSICAL
RESIDENTIAL
ADDRESS:

POSTAL CODE

PLACE OF
EMPLOYMENT:
PHYSICAL WORK
ADDRESS:

POSTAL CODE
SALARY/PERSAL NO

RANK/OCCUPATION
TEL NO

HOME
WORK

-

TAX NO:

CELL NO
E-MAIL
n BANKING DETAILS:
(Please note that it remains the responsibility of the member to advise Hospersa should there be a change in banking details.)

NAME OF BANK
BRANCH NAME
BRANCH CODE
ACCOUNT N0

CHEQUE
ACCOUNT HOLDER: OWN

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT ___________________________

nPLEASE NOTE: This form must be signed and dated by the applicant.
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SAVINGS
JOINT

DATE SIGNED

TRANSMISSION
3RD PARTY
-

-

2

0
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Health and Other Service Personnel Trade Union of SA

JOIN US NOW: 0800 006 145
NATIONAL OFFICE - HILLCREST
Strangeways Office Park, 6 Delamore Road, Hillcrest, Durban, 3610
PO Box 231, Kloof, 3640. Tel: 031 765 4625 | Fax: 031 765 4629
email: officegs@hospersa.co.za

NATIONAL OFFICE - PRETORIA
Building C, 242 Jean Avenue, Die Hoewes, Centurion, 0157
PO Box 17474, Lyttelton, 0141. Tel: 012 664 6353 | Fax: 012 664 6366
email: admem@hospersa.co.za

Eastern Cape

Gauteng

Tel: 043 722 3776

Tel: 013 752 6199

Tel: 011 791 2243

Fax: 043 722 3766

Fax: 013 755 2680

Fax: 011 791 2244

KwaZulu-Natal

Northern Cape

North West

Tel: 053 842 2001

Tel: 018 462 3692

Fax: 033 394 5768

Fax: 053 842 2003

Fax: 018 462 1362

Limpopo

Free State

Western Cape

Tel: 015 295 3272

Tel: 051 448 4659

Fax: 015 295 4514

Fax: 051 448 4670

Tel: 033 342 6847
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Mpumalanga
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www.hospersa.co.za

Tel: 021 591 9283
Fax: 021 591 3803

